The utility of projection operator formalisms for describing the dynamics of many-body systems is studied, and the compatibility of these formalisms with certain approximation schemes is evaluated in the light of known behavior of such systems. For simplicity the investigation is limited to the study of Brownian motion. Specifically, a memory kernel formalism and a kinetic equation formalism are compared for the calculation of the time evolution of the momentum autocorrelation function. Both perturbation expansions and averaged propagator approximations are investigated. The results from these studies suggest that the long-time behavior of the momentum autocorrelation function is sensitive to the long-range nature of the interparticle potential.
main applications in specific calculations have been limited to attempts to develop phenomenological models of nonequilibrium behavior. More fundamental investigations, of course, would rely upon the introduction of mathematical approximations--the familiar perturbation approximations in coupling and density, for example--directly into the projection operator formalism. The utility of projection operator methods within this context was dealt a blow by the observation of Resibois et al. m that more rigorous approaches such as perturbation theory frequently are not compatible with these methods. This and other recent investigations have cast some doubt on the efficacy of projection operator methods for investigations other than those which are purely formal or which involve specific phenomenological models.
The objectives of this paper are to study and compare the various ways in which approximations can be introduced into projection operator formalisms and to evaluate these approximations in the light of known behavior of many-body systems. For simplicity these techniques are applied to the study of Brownian motion, which constitutes the most elementary problem in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. In particular, two alternative projection operator formalisms are studied and compared for the calculation of the momentum autocorrelation function q)(t) -~ (1/3mkBT)(pz" p~(t)) ~ (]3/3m)(pz. p1(t)) (1) which characterizes the motion of a test particle with mass m and initial momentum Pz in a three-dimensional N-body system. The first formalism--the memory kernel formalism (MKF)--is based upon a hydrodynamics-like equation for q~(t) itself, while the other--the kinetic equation formalism (KEF)--is based upon a kinetic equation for its phase-space generalization, o(p, 0.
The relation between the two levels of description inherent in these formalisms is explored in some detail. It is found that certain classes of approximations for the modified propagator which appears in these equations (in particular, low-order perturbation approximations) yield incorrect results in one formalism but valid results in the other. Further, it is shown that the difference in the two formalisms is due to the presence of an additional projection operator in the MKF. This operator removes the p-space dependence from the memory kernel description and thereby causes it to yield invalid results in the long-time limit of certain perturbation approximations. The relationship between the two formalisms is demonstrated even more clearly by means of a variational principle for the KEF. Within the context of a first-order perturbation approximation the kinetic description reduces to the memory kernel description when O(p, t) is approximated by its initial value pM(p), where M(p) is the Maxwellian distribution in momentum.
The usual perturbation expansions in coupling and density are discussed within the context of test particle motions, and an additional perturbation scheme is studied which reduces the kinetic equation for O(p, t) to the familiar linearized Balescu-Lennard equation at long times. In addition, alternative approximation schemes are investigated which replace the modified propagator by "averaged" propagators, specifically the LorentzBoltzmann operator and the linearized Boltzmann operator. The success of these approximations in describing the known short-and long-time behavior of r is investigated, with particular emphasis upon the nonhydrodynamic tong-time behavior recently revealed by computer simulations of molecular dynamics.
A FORMAL COHPARISON OF THE HKF AND THE KEF
The time evolution of the momentum autocorrelation function q)(t) can be described exactly by a memory kernel equation, (2~
The memory kernel K(t) is given formally as K(t) =~ (/3/3m)(F1 9 eim--YM)LF1) (3) where F 1 is the initial force on the test particle and L is the well-known Liouville operator, iLo ~z {H, ~ 9 The projection operator ~M was first introduced by Zwanzig (2-41 and Mori (51 and is defined by its action upon a general phase-space variable G, -~MG ~ (fl/3m) Pl(P:t " G) (4) T]he memory kernel equation (2) corresponds to a generalized hydrodynamic (i.e., configuration-space) description of ~(t).
An alternative but still exact description of the momentum autocorrelation function can be given in terms of a generalized kinetic equation
where O(p, t) is a phase-space generalization of #(t), q)( t ) = f d3p p" e(p, t) (6) The collision kernel ~p(p, p', t) is given formally as
~ pO\ / (7)
where the projection operator ~x is defined by 
It is then apparent that
Such a result is not surprising, since the memory kernel equation (2) involves only configuration-space variables. The effect of the projection operator ~ is merely to remove an additional momentum dependence from the dynamic variable upon which it acts.
A further comparison between the two formalisms may be made directly in terms of two generalized collision operators. Prior to such a comparison it is convenient to introduce a Laplace transformation in time, ~(s) = ~; dt e-~q~(t) (11) Next define a "collision operator" J~ce such that
and finally define another operator JMK,
LG (13) such that
The Laplace transform of Eq. (2) is just
(15) 
This last equation, in conjunction with Eqs. (6) and (12), implies that
It is straightforward, however, to show that
Consequently, Eq. (18) may be rewritten as
which makes the constrast with Eq. (16) all the more apparent. In the MKF the momentum autocorrelation function can be expressed as the reciprocal of an integral over an operator, while in the KEF it can be expressed as an integral over the inverse of a similar operator.
A VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE FOR THE KEF
Further insight into the relationship between the two formalisms may be gained from a variational formulation of the KEF. Let a scalar product be defined between any two functions of momentum h I and h2 by
Tlaen, since the collision kernel 9~(p, p', t) satisfies the detailed balance relation
(see the appendix), the operators Ju~ and J~e are self-adjoint with respect to this scalar product for real s; e.g.,
Equations (20) and (21) imply that the momentum autocorrelation function may be expressed as
where 0(p, s) is the solution to the equation
If s is temporarily restricted to real values, Eq. (25) is a self-adjoint, inhomogeneous equation. Further, Eq. (24) does not require that ~(p, s) be found explicitly--only its scalar product with p is needed. A variational principle based upon the so-called Schwinger functional (see, e.g., Ref. 6) is quite useful at this point. When applied to Eq. (25) this functional takes the form
For real s, ~,~ has an extremum at the point v = ~. Further,
Hence, this functional can be used to estimate ~(s) for real s simply by choosing various trial functions for v, and the resulting expressions then may be analytically continued into the complex s plane. In addition, this scheme will yield ~(s) to second order in the trial function error. Consider in particular the simple trial function
which corresponds to approximating e(p, s) by its initial value pM(p). It is evident that
which in turn implies that
This result is very similar to the expression for ~(s) in the MKF, Eq. (16). The only difference in the two equations is that JKe appears in Eq. (30) rather than JM~ 9 As the next section indicates, however, many approximations for the modified propagators [s --i(1 --~M)L] -1 and [s --i(1 --~K)L] -~ reduce JMK and JKe to the same operator. Hence, the functional (26) suggests that even crude approximations within the KEF will yield results superior to (or at least no worse than ) similar treatments within the MFK.
THE INTRODUCTION OF SPECIFIC APPROXIMATIONS INTO THE PROJECTION OPERATOR FORMALISMS
Approximations based upon perturbation expansions of the familiar time evolution operator [s --iLl -z are quite common in studies of many-body systems. It is difficult to introduce approximations into projection operator formalisms through such expansions, however, since very little is known about the behavior of the modified propagators (s-i[1 --.~M)L] -1 and
On the other hand, it is not always necessary to resort to approximations for these modified propagators. The memory and collision kernels can be expressed formally in terms of correlation functions which evolve under the unmodified propagator Is-iL]-L The memory kernel K(s), for example, is related to the force autocorrelation function through the identity Equations (36) and (37) imply that the lowest-order terms of the generalized collision operators JMK and J/re are identical. This result, in conjunction with Eqs. (16) and (20) , implies that the MKF and KEF necessarily (36)
Similarly, Akcasu (7) and Mazenko ~s~ have shown that the collision kernel satisfies an identity which, in the limit of long wavelengths, reduces to
where ~(p, p', s) evolves under the unmodified propagator, 
where E is a perturbation parameter, then a formal expansion of [s --iLl -1 in. powers of e reveals that predict different forms for the momentum autocorrelation function within the context of a lowest-order perturbation approximation. This difference has particularly serious consequences for approximations which utilize the Markovian (s --~ 0) behavior of the memory kernel.
Resibois et al. m studied the memory kernel equation (2) in the context of a particular Markovian limit, the so-called weak-coupling limit. In this approximation the interparticle potential for the system is characterized by a parameter ~ which goes to zero in such a way that the product A2t remains finite as t --+ oo.
It is straightforward to demonstrate that, to lowest order in Z, )t2
where l?(k) is the Fourier transform of the interparticle potential, n is the average density of particles, and if(k) is the static pair correlation function,
The approximation (38) gives invalid results in the limit of long times, however, since the weak-coupling expansion for the memory kernel does not converge uniformly. A weak-coupling expansion can be made for the collision kernel in the KEF as well. To lowest order in ,~, the kinetic equation (17) and F12 is the force exerted upon the test particle by a single bath particle arbitrarily labeled "2." The Markovian limit of Eq. (40) is just the linearized Fokker-Planck equation, which is the accepted weak-coupling description of Brownian motion. It is apparent in this case that it is the presence of the additional projection operator ~1 which leads to the incorrect Markovian results for the MKF. Specifically, ~a removes the p dependence from ~(p, s) in such a way that the field variable p is replaced by p~ before the ensemble average is taken. In that case
~(p, s) --~ ilK(s)1
(42) and the two formalisms become identical.
The low-density approximation is another Markovian limit which is employed quite often. In this limit the particle density n becomes infinitesimally small in such a way the product nt remains finite as t --+ oo. Specifically, if the Liouville operator is decomposed as 
! @ R(s) --,-Ro(S) = ~rn \Ft "s-iLl2 iLo.v_~
It has been shown (7- 
fi ( fi ]3/2n| dar(daq(exp--fiq2]g(r) SV 1 eV t~o(S) (48)
It can be shown in similar fashion that to lowest order in density the longwavelength limit of the collision kernel is c~(p, p', s)--~ CTo(p, p', s) 
• g(r)~3(p'--a--q)s_iLTe
where
Thus the KEF again yields results which are quite different from--and, in fact, superior to--those given by the MKF in the context of a low-order Markovian approximation.
Another perturbation expansion which is closely related to the original conception of Brownian motion is the short-memory approximation. ~31 In this scheme the Liouville operator is decomposed into two parts,
iL=f~l ~ ~t a=l y=2
{iLzB} + {iLF}
The operator iLIB contains the details of the free streaming of all N particles and of all coupling effects upon bath particles. The operator iLe, on the other hand, describes only the effect of the bath particles upon the test particle.
It is straightforward to demonstrate that
and hence the modified propagator may be expanded as
j=O If only the first term in this expansion is retained, the memory kernel is approximated as
The function 2a(k, t),
is closely related to Van Hove's distinct density correlation function, (~4)
If ga is approximated as Ga, the lowest-order short-memory approximation correctly describes the short-time behavior of the momentum autocorrelation function 
where now
To lowest order, ~a(k, s) can be approximated by its self-consistent field representation,
where the function D+(k, s) is given by
If a tensor Q(p, p') is defined as ( dak
then in the Markovian limit
Consequently, in this limit the kinetic equation (17) Another method for calculating first-order approximations to the memory and collision kernels is to replace the true modified propagator by a propagator which describes the interactions among particles in a general or "averaged" sense. Such an approximation is conceptually related to such quantum mechanical methods as the random-phase approximation. In this approach an attempt is made to solve explicitly for a function whose time evolution is governed by the approximate propagator. The general form of the equations which describe such a function is
in the MFK and
in the KEF. Once t~M and ~x are known the approximate memory and collision kernels can be calculated from the relations
since, as shown in Section 2, the modified propagators commute with the Maxwellian. One simple well-known operator which lends itself to such an approxirnation is the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook model (~8) of the Lorentz-Boltzmann operator, 8x0 (~(FN , s) --vcG(FN , s) + v~M(pl) f dapld(/~N , S)
where v~ is the mean collision frequency, in the MKF the Fourier transform of the function which evolves under this propagator is
Equations (70) and (73) 
This model, like many others, correctly predicts the short-time behavior of the momentum autocorrelation function. For very short times and long wavelengths it is obvious that 8.~ov and hence
f:o(S)
where 8z > 0, since 2(k) approaches a negative constant for small k. Consequently, Eqs. (15) and (77) imply that, to lowest order,
At long times, on the other hand, the dominant contribution to the integral in Eq. (72) 
This result will be discussed in somewhat greater detail below. The introduction of this approximation into the KEF yields a kinetic equation which is so complicated that further approximations would have to be introduced before it could be solved analytically. The introduction of these further approximations would prevent a direct comparison of the results from the two formalisms, however.
The collective motions of the bath can be emphasized even more heavily if the modified propagator is approximated as the linearized Boltzmann operator. Although the resulting equation can be solved only for certain modeled approximations to this operator (e.g., the BGK model), the general structure of these solutions is such that
An(k, s) ~=l
where As(k, s) is the dispersion law which characterizes the Boltzmann operator and xn(k, s) is a function whose exact form depends upon the particular model adopted.
It is well known that An(k, s) assumes a hydrodynamic form in the limit of small k and S, (19) (20) (21) 
AB(k, s) -----+ const • (s + ick + Pk2)(s --ick + FkZ)(s + Drk 2)
where c is the isothermal speed of sound, f' is the coefficient of sound attenuation, and Dr is the thermal diffusivity. For liquids, for example, viscous effects predominate in such a way that r-+ v ~ Dr (84) where v is the kinematic viscosity. Furthermore, the oscillatory contributions from the sound propagation average to zero for small k and s. The memory kernel therefore assumes the asymptotic form 
SUMMARY
In this paper the compatibility of two projection operator formalisms with certain approximation schemes has been compared within the context of' Brownian motion. The memory kernel formalism (MKF) is based upon a memory kernel equation for the momentum autocorrelation function itself, while the kinetic equation formalism (KEF) is based upon a kinetic equation for its phase-space generalization.
The difference in the two formalisms was shown to be due to the presence of an additional projection operator in the MKF. This operator, denoted as ~1, effectively reduces the phase-space description inherent in the KEF to a configuration-space description and causes the MKF to yield incorrect results in the long-time limit of certain low-order perturbation approximations. Furthermore, a variational formulation of the KEF demonstrated that for even fairly crude approximations the KEF yields results superior to (or at least no worse than) similar treatments within the MKF.
The results from standard weak-coupling and low-density approximations were reviewed for both formalisms. The results from the short-memory approximation in the MKF were reviewed as well, and it was demonstrated that the Markovian limit of this approximation reduced to the KEF description to the linearized Balescu-Lennard equation. The Markovian limit of each of these approximations gave meaningful results in the KEF, but the corresponding results in the MKF were in contradiction to the asymptotic t 3/3 decay of the momentum autocorrelation function recently revealed by computer simulations of molecular dynamics.
The MKF did yield very interesting results for approximations based on operators which describe particle interactions in an "averaged" sense. In particular, results from approximations based on the Lorentz-Boltzmann and linearized Boltzmann operators suggest that the asymptotic behavior of the kernel is given by
K(t)---+ n f d~k k~(k) g(k) exp[--k2(v + Ds)t]
This result, in turn, suggests that contrary to previous expectations, the momentum autocorrelation function decays according to different power laws for systems characterized by different interparticle potentials.
APPENDIX
The collision kernel is defined as
8 P0>
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